SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS IS CREATED HERE.

PCGSERVICES.COM
MAKING SUSTAINABILITY A REALITY FOR BUSINESS.

Applying the right leadership, resources, methods, and experience that delivers digital transformation project success and the right business sustainability platform.

IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGE.

Enterprise application projects are complex and expensive. They are also prone to commonly understood problems such as:

- 90% fail to deliver any measurable ROI
- 57% of projects take longer than expected
- 54% of projects exceed projected budgets by 3-4x
- 32% of executives are unsatisfied with results
- 40% of enterprise applications lead to large disruptions
- 41% of enterprises fail to realize less than 50% of the benefits

How are business leaders to avoid becoming the next statistic? How does a business leader ensure that their decisions, projects and money lead to new and predictable business sustainability?

Best-in-class IT and business leaders know that implementation risks are high and make sure they have the right, proven team—every time.

IMPLEMENTATION SUCCESS.

Business sustainability requires expertise, product knowledge and hard work.

PCG brings all three of these to your project, delivering expected results without failure.

The SUSTAINABILITY CONSTRUCTED solution family overcomes common implementation challenges. In fact, SUSTAINABILITY CONSTRUCTED ensures 100% transformation project success and the delivery of a platform that creates new business velocity, innovation, flexibility and sustainability.

SUSTAINABILITY CONSTRUCTED solutions ensure that your technology platform meet requirements, is on-time and budget, easily coexists with existing systems, is extensible to edge technologies and is secure and fully supportable.

THE PCG SUSTAINABILITY CONSTRUCTED SOLUTION ELIMINATES COMMON IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES, ENSURING PROJECT SUCCESS AND FUTURE BUSINESS SUSTAINABILITY—EVERY TIME.

PCG IMPLEMENTATIONS CREATE SUSTAINABLE
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